












 

 

 

 

Huawei Telecom Equipment’s System Stability and Reliability Having an 
Excellent Track Record with Customer Satisfaction 

As a professional third-party market research company, CFI Group (founded by 

Professor Claes Fornell from University of Michigan) has independently carried out the 

satisfaction survey on Huawei’s carrier customers. Using their patented technology and 

top research experts, CFI Group uncovers the business drivers and financial impact of 

carrier experience for Huawei to deliver better service. 

According to CFI 2016-2018 customer satisfaction survey and analysis results, 

Huawei telecom equipment has been above the industry average in terms of system 

stability, reliability and overall customer satisfaction for three consecutive years. 

 Huawei dominantly leading the competitors in “System stability and reliability”: 
For the recent 3 years, Huawei scored on average 15 points higher than the 
competitors in the global markets while 5.3 points higher in Western Europe. 

 Carriers’ overall satisfaction towards Huawei is significantly higher than the 
competitors: For the recent 3 years, Huawei scored on average 14.9 points 
higher than the competitors in the global markets while 4.9 points higher in 
Western Europe. 

Note： 
① About Huawei customer satisfaction survey: taking 2018 as an example, the survey 

covers 177 key accounts worldwide and 12,300 customers participated in this survey. 
Benchmarking competitors include Ericsson, Nokia, ZTE and Cisco. 

② About CFI Group: The CFI Group was founded by Claes Fornell, a tenured professor 
at the University of Michigan's business school. Hailed as the 
"Father of Customer Satisfaction" and as one of the most influential scholars in 
marketing science today, he has established the ACSI (American Customer Satisfaction 
Index) in 1998. The ACSI has a close correlation to the Fortune 500 companies’ profit 
growth, with the profit growth lagging behind the ACSI by 12 months 
( http://www.cfigroup.com.cn/acsi.htm ), and is widely used in customer satisfaction 
measurement by the telecom operators and equipment manufacturers, such as Ericsson, 
VDF, etc. 
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